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Resumen: 

We present adaptable processes as a way of overcoming the limitations that process 
calculi have for describing patterns of dynamic process evolution. Such patterns rely on 
direct ways of controlling the behavior and location of running processes, and so they are 
at the heart of the adaptation capabilities present in many modern concurrent systems. 
Adaptable processes have named scopes and are sensible to actions of dynamic update 
at runtime; this allows us to express dynamic and static topologies of adaptable processes 
as well as different evolvability patterns for concurrent processes. We then consider 
distributed adaptability, where a process can update part of a protocol by performing 
dynamic distributed updates over a set of protocol participants. Dynamic updates in this 
context are presented as an extension of our work on choreographies and behavioural 
contracts in multiparty interactions. We show how update mechanisms considered for 
adaptable processes can be used to extend the theory of choreography and 
orchestration/contracts, allowing them to be modified at run-time by internal (self-
adaptation) or external intervention. 
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